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» with natural oils
» suitable for all kinds of wooden worktops

The benefits of the product:
SAICOS Worktop Oil is a special type of oil developed according
to the latest research to provide a durable, hardwearing natural
surface with a quick drying time – normally between 4-5 hours.
Penetrating deep into the wood, SAICOS Worktop Oil protects
from the inside, retaining the woods elasticity, whilst natural
waxes protect the surface and ensure high durability. SAICOS
Worktop Oil connects permanently to the wood, so no sanding
is necessary during renovation with the exception of strongly
greyed or heavily worn worktops.
Extremely fast drying:
Matt 4-5 hours = 2 coats on the same day!
Preparation:
Wood surface must be dry and clean (max. moisture content 12
%). Any paints and varnishes must be removed (final sanding
grain 120-150). Remove dust thoroughly. Previously oil- or waxtreated surfaces do not require sanding (cleaning with Ecoline
Magic Cleaner) except wood which is strongly greyed or worn.
Processing:
Apply with SAICOS Oil/Wax-Roller, SAICOS Floor Brush or SAICOS
Flat Brush. SAICOS Worktop Oil is ready to use. Stir well – do not
thin.
Note: Do not pour SAICOS Worktop Oil directly on the surface,
rather work with a Paint Tray
Colour:
3355
Matt Colourless
3356
Pure
Application:
SAICOS Flat Brush or SAICOS Oil/ Wax-Roller: Stir the oil well (do
not shake) and pour into a paint tray. Apply a thin and even
coat of oil avoiding over application and puddling. Leave to dry
for a minimum for 5 hours before applying a second coat if
required.

worktops should be refinished with a thin coat of SAICOS
Worktop Oil to ensure optimum durability.
Storability:
At least 5 years in sealed container. The liquid product is not
susceptible to frost. To restore good spreadability after exposure to frost, store at room temperature for several hours and
stir well.
Ingredients:
Alkyds based on natural, vegetable oils, additives, pigments,
solvents
Safety notes – first aid:
Keep out of the reach of children. Do not fill into containers
normally used for food and drink. Wash out any product-soaked rags immediately or store in an airtight container (danger of combustion). The dried coating is normally
inflammable acc. to EURO norm EN 13501 (DIN 4102 B2).
Contains: 2-butanone oxime, Phthalic anhydride. May produce an allergic reaction. Safety data sheet available on
request.
EU limit for one component coatings (cat. A/i): 500 g/l (2010).
SAICOS Worktop Oil contains max. 500 g/l VOC.
For more information, please read our current technical data
sheets.
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Maintenance:
Worktops finished with SAICOS Worktop Oil can be cleaned
using SAICOS Worktop Cleaner as regularly as required. Annually,
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Lint Free Cloth:
Stir the oil well (do not shake) and pour into a paint kettle or
similar. Apply a thin and even coat of oil and leave to penetrate
for 5 minutes. Using a clean lint free cloth remove all of the oil
leaving the worktop almost completely dry. Repeat if required.

